SAFARI E
SOUTH AFRICA & A VERY SCARY ADVENTURE
The wonderful Private Game Reserve photographic fun continues in Tanda Tula. Today, after our
guides have been watching our group for a few days and after a very thorough briefing, they take us
on our first incredible, scary, game tracking lesson! Scary because, after quite a bit of searching for
an animal to track our guides, Andrew and Given, settle on a searching a massive rhino which they
think might be close enough to find in the thick bush. Keep in mind this is the first time in 10 days
that we have been allowed out of the truck! I would have ben quite happy tracking a rabbit or a
dwarf mongoose.
But first some beautiful animals and birds. They are in no special order; just as they came into view
on our extensive and exciting drives. Another highlight here is the frenetic dance of the male red
necked spurfowl. I finish with some romantic Safari sunset photos.
Enjoy the visual delights.

Figure 1 Long tailed widow birds. Super to
see so many in one tree.

I think they are called “widow” birds because the males, showing off to the females, do this kamikaze
dive bomb out of the sky pretending they are on a suicide mission, only to pull up at the last moment
avoiding crashing headlong into the ground.

Figure 2 What an amazing scene! Giraffe,
wildebeest, zebras and impalas all grazing
peacefully together. Amazing! They don’t
fight over territory. They share it and they
all watch out for each other; always on
alert for danger.

Figure 3 Pregnant, healthy, beautiful
female impala taking a rest. Look at the
lovely brown eyes and lashes.

Figure 4 Wonderful to have the impala
facing the camera and still, for good focus.
Happy!

Figure 5 Zebra family and impalas happy
together. Only part of the large impala
herd shown.

Figure 6 Beautiful kudu mum and child

Figure 7 Super beautiful young kudu face

Figure 8 Two young bucks at the back were
jousting for power. The females and their
babies ignored them and kept on grazing. A
wonderful scene.

Figure 9 Massive male nyala emerges
silently from the bush. Their textures and
colors a perfect disguise for the African
bush.

Figure 10 He was moving away quickly and
so quickly got a full side view. A rare
exposure by the nyala. They can weigh
over 300 pounds

Figure 11 Cape glossy starlings and a yellow
billed horn bird approaching

Figure 12 Pair of white backed vultures.
Just recently listed as critically endangered.

HIGH LIGHT: The Frenetic Dance of The Red Neck Spurfowl

Figure 13 The frenetic courting dance of
the male red neck male spurfowl

Figure 14 We were entertained for many
minutes by the male’s crazy creative dance
routine. Swan Lake boring compared to this
amazing fellow. The female also threw in
some wild moves signaling her enjoyment
of circus performance.

Figure 15 Spectacular lilac roller bird. Clever in
flight they breed “on the wing”!

Figure 16 The white back vulture.

Figure 17 Wonderful scene with giraffes in
their favorite thorn bushes. Notice crazy
roller bird dive under the chin

Figure 18 The beautiful long neck means they can reach the tender thorn
bush buds. Beautiful patterns

Figure 19 Beautiful smile and look carefully: two ox-peckers enjoy free
meals and ride plus a great view from way up there. The record height is
over 18 feet

Figure 20 Dwarf mongoose scurry around
so fast it is almost impossible to catch
them in focus. This open sandy patch of
soil held about 10 or more burrows, so
they would, pop up, flit around and then
suddenly disappear if they sense the
slightest danger

Figure 21 I love this scene with giraffes
grazing and the impala and wildebeest
taking care of each other.

NOW FOR THE SCARIEST ADVENTURE OF THE SAFARI:
A Dangerous Wild Animal Trackin Lesson
In fear and trembling I reluctantly agreed to leave the truck with the group. Andrew gave us very
strict briefing. It included not making a sound, no walking on dry twigs, staying behind him close and
in single file. I was a little reassured by the large self- defense gun.
He also pointed out the animal signs and tracks and how to check the wind direction, even in the
slightest of breezes, with a vial of powder.
After finding the tracks of a possible wild rhino we set off down-wind from the possible location of
the beast. From the tracks it appears it will be enormous.
After what seems way too long, Andrew lifts his hand. We stop. My heart is pounding. Then silently
we peek through a break in the trees. Ahead less than 15 meters, away is a gigantic mass of
breathing rhino. Despite the fact it was lying down it still appeared like a small mountain of flesh.
At first it was sleeping then as the ears began to twitch Andrew ordered a silent and rapid retreat to
the truck a half mile back through the bush.

Figure 22 Andrew explains that the termite
mound is new and active. Heat is being
generated by the Co2 activity
underground. It is part of the briefing in
learning from signs in the bush. Given is
keeping watch.

Figure 23 Andrew demonstrates a tracker
tool for detecting wind direction in the
bush. The ammunition is only for
protection.

Figure 24 We leave the security of the
truck and head off into the wilds of the
Africa bush track a very large and
dangerous beast.

Figure 25 Andrew and Given are skillful
trackers. In the vast acres of the Private
Reserve they were able to find this gigantic
"needle in a haystack". We beat a rapid
retreat as soon as Andrew saw the ears
starting to flick. The monster is waking up.

AN AMAZING TREAT TO BE LED ON THIS TRACKING LESSON!

BEAUTIFUL WARTHOG FAMILY
Spotted near The Truck Feeding, Allowing Great Close-up Photos

Figure 26 Wonderful sight of the warthog
family: Mom, Dad and about 6 children
feeding. Look at the very dangerous tusks
on Dad. They have pads on their knees for
kneeling when eating.

Figure 27 The tail up is used a signal to run
for it. The warthogs hoist their tails full
height when running in long grass, so the
kids can follow behind. Good to see they
are not threatened with extinction.

Figure 28 I am sure they are friends and
minding each other’s safety

F

Figure 29 Just before sun down these
wonderful zebras snapped posing for us
and on the run.

WONDERFUL SAFARI SUNSET IN SOUTH AFRICA
Figure 30 A perfect Safari sunset

Figure 31 Beautiful cloud colours and
patterns

Figure 32 How lucky as the wild animals
walk into the setting sun! There were more
in the dark foreground

Figure 33 Stunning!

Figure 34 She just waited a moment, so I
could capture the sun on her back. Thank
you!

Hope you enjoyed this wonderful safari treat !
In future one more of The Big Five and a very rare pair of amazing animals...
Cheers for now,
Terry
November 23, 2018

